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Chapter 1 : Kent Conference - Sue Walsh
'Don Randall's 'Kipling's Imperial Boy' is an important contribution to. Kipling studies and to the area of colonial
discourse analysis more. generally.

Kipling lived happily in India until he was six, when his father sent him back to England to study. In , he
married an American, Carrie Balestier, sister of his dear friend and sometimes partner, Wolcott Balestier, and
settled with her in Vermont. The family moved to England in and settling in Rottingdean, Sussex the next
year. Here their third child John was born. Unfortunately their daughter, Josephine, died during a family visit
to the U. In , Kipling accepted the Nobel Prize for literature. Kipling continued to write and became involved
in the Imperial War Graves Commission. Kipling would see the beginning of the imperial downfall after the
World Wars, as nations would eventually acquire some degree of political autonomy and, eventually,
independence, although Kipling would never see the complete end of the empire after the end of the Second
World War. George in April , Kipling spoke of the men who created the Empire: Kipling believed that ideally
the colonized should recognize their inferiority and accept their governed position see Orientalism. Although
Kipling lived in India and was exposed to its cultures, he made himself the interpreter, propagandist, and chief
apologist of the imperialist elite. Kipling was suspicious of democracy and of the members of the British
Liberal Intelligentsia who opposed imperialism as a philosophy. He saw World War I as a threat not only to
Britain itself but to her civilizing mission. These five points were education, immigration, transportation,
irrigation, and administration. By conquering these elements of civilization, the mother country had created a
better and more civilized nation from the colony. Imperialism was not so much a narrow political subject as it
was a way of moral and social life. For Kipling, hierarchy was natural and was determined by survival of the
fittest. Imperialism could not be corrupt to Kipling, because social order is fated, therefore moral. Kim also
works as a spy for the British Secret Service, using his tanned skin and manipulation of language to move in
and out of the role of a native. From this perspective, Kipling could not see the enormous changes in India
produced by Imperialism. In the novel, working as a spy for the British Empire and looking for spiritual
harmony work side-by-side. British rule is never challenged; instead Kipling uses several minor characters
strictly for the purpose of advocating British rule. Although Kipling shows a knowledge of a number of Indian
languages and the capability of using many voices, there is no variety of viewpoint. All voices hold one style
and one dominant point of view in favor of British imperialism. This poem disregarded the economic
motivations of imperialism in favor of moral obligations, a comfortable guilt-free explanation. In , at the end
of the war, Mark Twain remarked: Micheal Joseph Ltd, Post-Colonial theory and English Literature.
Edinburgh University Press, Garden City, New York: A Book of Words. The Novel and the Globalization of
Culture. The Art of Kipling. University of Nebraska Press, University of Illinois Press, Further Works to
Consult Allen, Charles. Imperial subjects, imperial space: Ohio State University Press, Raskin, Jonah and
Bruce Robbins. The mythology of imperialism: Lawrence, and Joyce Cary. Monthly Review Press, The
narcissism of empire: Sussex Academic Press, Shaina Gopen, Fall
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Chapter 2 : 'Have you news of my boy?': Kipling's vain search for lost son
The jacket design of Don Randall's fine Kipling's Imperial Boy reproduces a father's view of a son's story. The Lockwood
Kipling illustration for Rudyard Kipling's Kim depicts a turbaned English boy (the adolescent cultural hybrid of Randall's
subtitle), small, lithe, barefoot, who sits on a huge.

Malabar Point , Bombay, They married and moved to India in They had been so moved by the beauty of the
Rudyard Lake area that when their first child was born they named him after it. Kipling seems to have said as
much to the Dean when he visited J J School in the s. Mother of Cities to me, For I was born in her gate,
Between the palms and the sea, Where the world-end steamers wait. Complex issues of identity and national
allegiance would become prominent in his fiction. If each contradiction be set down as a lie and retailed at
breakfast, life is not easy. I have known a certain amount of bullying, but this was calculated
tortureâ€”religious as well as scientific. Yet it made me give attention to the lies I soon found it necessary to
tell: They spent a month each Christmas with their maternal aunt Georgiana "Georgy" and her husband,
Edward Burne-Jones, at their house, The Grange, in Fulham , London, which Kipling called "a paradise which
I verily believe saved me. Kipling remembers, "Often and often afterwards, the beloved Aunt would ask me
why I had never told any one how I was being treated. Children tell little more than animals, for what comes
to them they accept as eternally established. Also, badly-treated children have a clear notion of what they are
likely to get if they betray the secrets of a prison-house before they are clear of it". He sailed for India on 20
September , and arrived in Bombay on 18 October. He described this moment years later: Other Indian-born
boys have told me how the same thing happened to them. After these, my English years fell away, nor ever, I
think, came back in full strength". The Civil and Military Gazette in Lahore, the newspaper which Kipling was
to call "mistress and most true love", [25] appeared six days a week throughout the year except for one-day
breaks for Christmas and Easter. In , he published his first collection of verse, Departmental Ditties. That year
also brought a change of editors at the newspaper; Kay Robinson , the new editor, allowed more creative
freedom and Kipling was asked to contribute short stories to the newspaper. By then, it was established
practice for the Viceroy of India and the government to move to Simla for six months, and the town became a
"centre of power as well as pleasure". Rudyard Kipling returned to Simla for his annual leave each year from
to , and the town featured prominently in many of the stories that he wrote for the Gazette. It began in heat and
discomfort, by rail and road. Kipling included most of these stories in Plain Tales from the Hills , his first
prose collection, which was published in Calcutta in January , a month after his 22nd birthday. In Allahabad,
he worked as the Assistant editor of The Pioneer and lived in Belvedere house, Allahabad from to By this
time, he had been increasingly thinking about the future. Kipling was favourably impressed by Japan, writing
that the Japanese were "gracious folk and fair manners". Weeping softly for O-Toyo O-Toyo was a darling".
He also found a place to live for the next two years at Villiers Street , near Charing Cross the building was
subsequently named Kipling House: Meantime, I had found me quarters in Villiers Street , Strand , which
forty-six years ago was primitive and passionate in its habits and population. The Charing Cross trains
rumbled through my dreams on one side, the boom of the Strand on the other, while, before my windows,
Father Thames under the Shot tower walked up and down with his traffic. On 18 January , Carrie Balestier
aged 29 and Rudyard Kipling aged 26 were married in London, in the "thick of an influenza epidemic, when
the undertakers had run out of black horses and the dead had to be content with brown ones. Henry James gave
the bride away. Taking this loss in their stride, they returned to the US, back to Vermont â€” Carrie by this
time was pregnant with their first child â€”and rented a small cottage on a farm near Brattleboro for ten dollars
a month. We bought, second or third hand, a huge, hot-air stove which we installed in the cellar. We cut
generous holes in our thin floors for its eight-inch [20 cm] tin pipes why we were not burned in our beds each
week of the winter I never can understand and we were extraordinarily and self-centredly content. It was also
in this cottage that the first dawnings of the Jungle Books came to Kipling: It chanced that I had written a tale
about Indian Forestry work which included a boy who had been brought up by wolves. After blocking out the
main idea in my head, the pen took charge, and I watched it begin to write stories about Mowgli and animals,
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which later grew into the two Jungle Books ". Kipling named the house Naulakha , in honour of Wolcott and
of their collaboration, and this time the name was spelled correctly. The collection of Barrack-Room Ballads
was issued in March , first published individually for the most part in , and containing his poems " Mandalay "
and " Gunga Din ". He especially enjoyed writing the Jungle Books â€” both masterpieces of imaginative
writing â€” and enjoyed, too, corresponding with the many children who wrote to him about them. He
described this moment in a letter: Next morning there was an answering signal from the swamp where the
sumacs grow. Three days later, the hill-sides as fast as the eye could range were afire, and the roads paved,
with crimson and gold. Then a wet wind blew, and ruined all the uniforms of that gorgeous army; and the oaks
, who had held themselves in reserve, buckled on their dull and bronzed cuirasses and stood it out stiffly to the
last blown leaf, till nothing remained but pencil-shadings of bare boughs, and one could see into the most
private heart of the woods. She died of pneumonia in aged 6. By this time, according to several biographers,
their marital relationship was no longer light-hearted and spontaneous. By the early s, the United Kingdom
and Venezuela were in a border dispute involving British Guiana. The US had made several offers to arbitrate,
but in , the new American Secretary of State Richard Olney upped the ante by arguing for the American
"right" to arbitrate on grounds of sovereignty on the continent see the Olney interpretation as an extension of
the Monroe Doctrine. Although the crisis led to greater US-British co-operation, at the time Kipling was
bewildered by what he felt was persistent anti-British sentiment in the US, especially in the press. A family
dispute became the final straw. For some time, relations between Carrie and her brother Beatty Balestier had
been strained, owing to his drinking and insolvency. In May , an inebriated Beatty encountered Kipling on the
street and threatened him with physical harm. In July , a week before the hearing was to resume, the Kiplings
packed their belongings, left the United States, and returned to England. Devon[ edit ] By September , the
Kiplings were in Torquay , Devon, on the southwestern coast of England, in a hillside home overlooking the
English Channel. Although Kipling did not much care for his new house, whose design, he claimed, left its
occupants feeling dispirited and gloomy, he managed to remain productive and socially active. The Kiplings
had welcomed their first son, John , in August Regarded by some as anthems for enlightened and duty-bound
empire-building that captured the mood of the Victorian age , the poems equally were regarded by others as
propaganda for brazenfaced imperialism and its attendant racial attitudes; still others saw irony in the poems
and warnings of the perils of empire. Lo, all our pomp of yesterday Is one with Nineveh and Tyre! Judge of
the Nations, spare us yet. Lest we forgetâ€”lest we forget! In early , the Kiplings travelled to South Africa for
their winter holiday, thus beginning an annual tradition which excepting the following year was to last until
Kipling cultivated their friendship and came to admire the men and their politics. The period â€” was crucial
in the history of South Africa and included the Second Boer War â€” , the ensuing peace treaty, and the
formation of the Union of South Africa. Back in England, Kipling wrote poetry in support of the British cause
in the Boer War and on his next visit to South Africa in early , he became a correspondent for The Friend
newspaper in Bloemfontein , which had been commandeered by Lord Roberts for British troops. Gwynne ,
and others. It had no bathroom, no running water upstairs, and no electricity, but Kipling loved it: It is a good
and peaceable place. We have loved it ever since our first sight of it. On a visit to the United States in ,
Kipling and Josephine developed pneumonia , from which she eventually died. That work was published in ,
the year after Kim was first issued. Speculative fiction[ edit ] Kipling wrote a number of speculative fiction
short stories, including " The Army of a Dream ", in which he attempted to show a more efficient and
responsible army than the hereditary bureaucracy of England at that time, and two science fiction stories, With
the Night Mail and As Easy As A. This technique is one that Kipling picked up in India, and used to solve the
problem of his English readers not understanding much about Indian society, when writing The Jungle Book.
The Swedish Academy, in awarding the Nobel Prize in Literature this year to Rudyard Kipling, desires to pay
a tribute of homage to the literature of England , so rich in manifold glories, and to the greatest genius in the
realm of narrative that that country has produced in our times. The latter contained the poem " Ifâ€” ". On 7
September , the Montreal Daily Star newspaper published a front-page appeal to all Canadians against the
reciprocity agreement with the United States by Kipling who wrote: Once that soul is pawned for any
consideration, Canada must inevitably conform to the commercial, legal, financial, social, and ethical
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standards which will be imposed on her by the sheer admitted weight of the United States. Kipling wrote in a
letter to a friend that Ireland was not a nation, and that before the English arrived in , the Irish were a gang of
cattle thieves living in savagery and killing each other while "writing dreary poems" about it all. In his
viewpoint, it was only British rule that allowed Ireland to advance. Kipling often referred to the Irish
Unionists as "our party". Asquith that would plunge Ireland into the Dark Ages and allow the Irish Catholic
majority to oppress the Protestant minority. Freemasonry[ edit ] According to the English magazine Masonic
Illustrated, Kipling became a Freemason in about , before the usual minimum age of I was entered [as an
Apprentice] by a member from Brahmo Somaj , a Hindu , passed [to the degree of Fellow Craft] by a
Mohammedan , and raised [to the degree of Master Mason] by an Englishman. Our Tyler was an Indian Jew.
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Chapter 3 : Kipling's Imperial Boy : D. Randall :
Kipling's Imperial Boy opens by examining the significance of boyhood in the evolution of European modernity. Chapter
one shows how closely the figure of the adolescent (the 'boy') is associated with questions of imperial expansion and
consolidation.

Share via Email A Kashmiri villager walks near the village of Chandigam, in the foothills of the northern
Kashmir Himalayas. There are stumbling blocks for all but the most innocent in our post-colonial world.
However, race and empire are hurdles all Kipling first-timers like me must face. He is one of the dragons our
society had to slay, in order to come to a settlement with the colonial past â€” and the scars remain. I tried to
come to Kim with an open mind â€” but I felt like I was having my worst fears confirmed when I came across
sentences like the following: My experience is that one can never fathom the Oriental mind. He came from
another world. In a superb series of posts last week, reading group contributor Palfreyman made the case for
facing up and taking this difference on the chin: You cannot enjoy Kipling but claim you cannot take him
when he looks like an imperialist. But it seems to me to demonstrate a lack of imagination, or creative
sympathy and of empathy For anything you might say about, or against [Kipling], there is one and probably
more than one counter-example from his own work. The absurd racial theories are there â€” but they are also
undermined by practice; for this is a book that is curious about, compassionate for and warm towards most of
the people it describes. Early on, Kim is told: Harish Trivedi points out that Kim and his lama revere the
Himalayas; they see them as something far transcending whatever work the British may have been doing in
India at the time. And endless court of appeal, of apologia, of defensiveness, of concession? My edition of
Oliver Twist does not come, as does my Penguin Kim, both front and back-loaded with essays about race. We
can acknowledge the ugliness in the portrayal of Fagin â€” as well as the complexities â€” without feeling that
the book has to be entirely defined by these questions, or that we somehow define ourselves in our reaction.
Perhaps Dickens is easier to accommodate because we assume he is essentially on the side of the little man,
and against the abuse of power? Perhaps he just feels more distant? The statute of limitations on what we
might regard as literary immorality is impossible to quantify â€” but maybe it is possible to say there is
something about Kim that still feels contemporary. Perhaps we feel uneasy about it because its influence is
still so clearly around us. The best novels: But should we let that taint our enjoyment of Kim? I always find it
hard to pretend I believe in the death of the author â€” but I imagine that even if I could succeed, there would
still be something that finally nagged at me about Kim. Part of the difficulty of reading this glorious novel
from a post-colonial viewpoint is that Kipling makes it all sound so much fun. You could even accuse Kipling
of loving it too much and too simply. A bit of advance warning. Possibly the whole book?
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Chapter 4 : Kipling, Rudyard â€“ Postcolonial Studies
"Kipling's Imperial Boy opens by examining the significance of boyhood in the evolution of European modernity. Chapter
1 shows how closely the figure of the adolescent (the boy) is associated with questions of imperial expansion and
consolidation.

I want to look at how a text is argued to belong in a particular category and I want to investigate the
implications this has for the type of critical questions that are then asked of it. Is there a lover of Kipling who
never blushes for him? It seems to me that what are seen as among the chief sources of contamination are the
intertexts that are read by W. Meaning is instead seen as conveyed directly through sound that is thought to
embody emotion. Even so, as we can see from K. What is interesting in the Rao is the association of maturity
with a grasp of cultural difference. Kipling belongs irrevocably to our past, and although the renewed critical
attention he has lately been given â€¦ is friendlier and more interesting than any he has received for a long
time, it is less likely to make us revise our opinions than to revive our memories of him. But these memories,
when revived, will be strong, for if Kipling belongs to our past, he belongs there very firmly, fixed deep in
childhood feeling. Howe goes on to contend that, [â€¦ T]he pleasure of Kim is [â€¦] a pleasure in the
apprehension of things as they are, in embracing a world as enchanting as it is flawed. It is as if the natural
human feelings progressively forced out of his work by the rigours of organisation for its own sake were
seeking relief in a reversion to childhood, when one has not yet become responsible for the way that the world
is run, where it is enough to enjoy and to wonder at what we do not yet understand. What it denies precisely is
language â€” the fact that language does not simply reflect the world but is active in its constitution of the
world. Palgrave Macmillan, , 25â€” Works Cited Anderson, Celia Catlett. The Vine of Fact and Fantasy.
Toronto, New York and Oxford: Oxford University Press, , 90â€” Revised by Brian Alderson. University of
Toronto Press, Chelsea House Publishers, , 31â€” Penguin, , 7â€” Oxford University Press, , â€” Just So
Stories for Little Children []. Oxford University Press, Ceri Sullivan and Barbara White. London and New
York: Longman, , â€” Imperial Subjects, Imperial Space: Ohio State University Press, Cambridge MA and
London: Harvard University Press, Basingstoke and New York: University of Oklahoma Press, Oxford
University Press, , xiiâ€”xxxiv. The Fictions of Rudyard Kipling. Cambridge University Press, The Strange
Ride of Rudyard Kipling.
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Chapter 5 : 10 Most Famous Poems By Rudyard Kipling | Learnodo Newtonic
Kipling's imperial boy opens by examining the significance of boyhood in the evolution of European modernity. Chapter
one shows how closely the figure of the adolescent (the 'boy') is associated with questions of imperial expansion and
consolidation.

WhatsApp Rudyard Kipling â€” was an English author who wrote some of the most well known short stories,
novels and poems. He worked in India for seven years from to , and the influence of his time in the east can be
seen in many of his works. However, he is also known for his support of British imperialism and several of his
works are seen as being emblematic of Eurocentric racism. In , Rudyard Kipling was awarded the Nobel Prize
in Literature at the age of 42, making him the youngest person to receive the award. In it, Kipling uses the
imagery of the sea and nature to explore the grief felt by a parent due to the loss of a child in wartime. My Boy
Jack promotes patriotism and stoic bravery in the face of death; and it became one of the most popular of the
war-verses. Gunga Din, the titular character of the poem, is an Indian water-carrier of a British regiment. The
soldier considers the European colonizers as superior and the native people of India as inferior. He and his
fellow comrades frequently mistreat Gunga Din threatening and abusing him. In the final three lines of the
poem, the soldier regrets the abuse he dealt to Din and admits that Din is the better man of the two. This poem
was written in , a year after he had returned to England. The Mandalay referred to in the poem was the last
royal capital of Myanmar Burma and is currently the second-largest city in the country. It was a part of British
India at the time. He talks about the respectful way he is treated when he is needed to fight in a war and
presents the stark contrast of the poor treatment he receives when he is not required to fight. Tommy was an
influential poem; and it raised public awareness and debate in Britain about the need for a change in attitude of
the public regarding their treatment of British soldiers. The British Empire held tremendous power at the time
and the occasion led to a great deal of boasting about the strength and greatness of the empire. It instead
argued against jingoism; warned about the impermanent nature of all empires; and emphasized that worldly
accomplishments were nothing in comparison to the eternal nature of God. A recessional is a hymn or piece of
music and this poem follows the tradition of the English hymn. The speaker of the poem begins by saying that
he keeps six honest serving men: The six honest serving men of the poem have been influential in journalism,
where they are known as the five Ws and an H. I send them over land and sea, I send them east and west; But
after they have worked for me, I give them all a rest. At the top of its pages is a copybook heading, such as a
short proverb, and the rest of the page is blank except for horizontal rulings. The student is expected to copy
the heading on the lines below for practice. The title of this work refers to the copybook headings at the time
which praised virtues such as honesty or fair dealing. His jesting defiance wins over Kamal and he gives back
the mare. The Ballad of East and West was a huge success on its release and it continues to be popular. The
opening lines of the ballad are especially renowned. They are also often quoted to ascribe racism to Kipling
though there is little in this poem that suggests that. It justified imperialism as a noble enterprise; assigned
superiority to the white race and presented the other races as inferior; and proposed that the white man had the
moral obligation to civilize the rest of the world. There are several works which counter it and present the
actual facts about colonization. The poem is often cited as the most solid evidence to establish that Rudyard
Kipling was a racist and a prophet of imperialism.

Chapter 6 : Reading beyond Rudyard Kipling's imperial crimes: the complexities of Kim | Books | The Guard
book reviews Randall's first chapter, "The Genealogy of the Imperial Boy," draws on Aries, Locke, Rousseau,
Montaigne, Elias, Fabian, Burke, Macaulay, and Lacan to demonstrate that for at least.

Chapter 7 : The best novels: No 34 â€“ Kim by Rudyard Kipling () | Books | The Guardian
John McBratney's article Imperial Subjects, Imperial Space argues that the ordering element of Kipling's vision of empire
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is the 'native-born' Westerner who inhabits his fictions so insistently.

Chapter 8 : 'Have you news of my boy?': Kipling's vain search for lost son - People - The Jakarta Post
The British poet and writer Rudyard Kipling, an ardent supporter of his country's entry into World War I, did everything
he could to make sure his only son would join the fight.

Chapter 9 : Rudyard Kipling - Wikipedia
Kipling's Kim is a novel about a young European boy in India, Kim, who travels with a Tibetan lama on his search for a
river of purifying water. Kim also works as a spy for the British Secret Service, using his tanned skin and manipulation of
language to move in and out of the role of a native.
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